
Name: ____________________________________

Whole Book Questions 

 Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.  
   Write the letter on the line.

 1.  __________   In what circumstance was release not a punishment?

a.  by request b.  the old and the young

c.  for the greater good d.  the very ill

 2.  __________   At the Ceremony of 12 what do the children receive?

a.  bikes b.  assignments

c.  adult names d.  partners 

 3.  __________   What was the first color Jonas saw?

a.  red b.  pink

c.  yellow d.  blue

 4.  __________   What was the first memory The Giver transmitted onto Jonas?

a.  sunshine b.  sorrow

c.  snow d.  sunburn

 5.  __________   In The Giver's favorite memory, what feeling was it that Jonas liked?

a.  warmth b.  getting presents

c.  holidays d.  love
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Name: ____________________________________

  Whole Book Questions 

 Part 2:  Answer the questions below.

 6.   Why did Jonas take Gabe?   ________________________________________________________  

      _____________________________________________________________________________________

 7.   Who was Rosemary, and what happened to her?  ____________________________________

      ______________________________________________________________________________________

 8.   If Jonas were to disappear what would happen to the memories? ______________________

      ______________________________________________________________________________________

 Part 3:  Match each character to the correct description.  Write the letter on the correct line.

 
 9. __________ Asher a. sometimes had to release 

newborns

 10. __________ Fiona b. assigned to be the Assistant 
Director of Recreation

 11. __________ Gabriel c. has light colored eyes like Jonas

 12. __________ Jonas's father d. Jonas red-haired friend
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ANSWER KEY

   Whole Book Questions 

  Part 1:  Choose the best answer for each question.  
    Write the letter on the line.

 1.  b  In what circumstance was release not a punishment?

a.  by request b.  the old and the young

c.  for the greater good d.  the very ill

 2.  b   At the Ceremony of 12 what do the children receive?

a.  bikes b.  assignments

c.  adult names d.  partners 

 3.  a   What was the first color Jonas saw?

a.  red b.  pink

c.  yellow d.  blue

 4.  c   What was the first memory The Giver transmitted onto Jonas?

a.  sunshine b.  sorrow

c.  snow d.  sunburn

 5.  d   In The Giver's favorite memory, what feeling was it that Jonas liked?

a.  warmth b.  getting presents

c.  holidays d.  love
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ANSWER KEY

  Whole Book Questions 

 Part 2:  Answer the questions below.

 6.   Why did Jonas take Gabe?   Jonas took Gabe because he found out he was going to 

be released the following morning and he could not let that happen to him.

 7.   Who was Rosemary, and what happened to her?  Rosemary was The Giver's daughter.  

Prior to Jonas she was in training to be the new Receiver of Memory, but the lonely, sorrowful 

memories were too much for her to handle and she asked to be released.

 8.   If Jonas were to disappear what would happen to the memories? If Jonas were to 

disappear all the memories that he acquired over the past year would be released onto the 

people in the community.

 Part 3:  Match each character to the correct description.  Write the letter on the correct line.

 
 9. b Asher a. sometimes had to release 

newborns

 10. d Fiona b. assigned to be the Assistant 
Director of Recreation

 11. c Gabriel c. has light colored eyes like Jonas

 12. a Jonas's father d. Jonas red-haired friend
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